3130.10 - SEAT MOD. TIP-UP STRASBOURG
Tip-up seat similar to our model TIP-UP PESARO but
provided with upholstery in fireproof fabric mod. Trevira
CS or in fireproof synthetic leather. Upholstery easily
applied by Velcro, provided with padding in fireproof
polyurethane and with a proper pocket for the
numbering.
Size: depth of the open seat 49 cm.; depth of the
closed seat 22 cm.; width 45 cm.; backrest height 46
cm.
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3140.00 - SEAT MOD. OMAN
Tip-up padded seat.
Tip-up seat lifting up vertically and automatically by
gravity.
Back and seat realised in copolymer of polypropylene
treated with anti-UV and fire retardant on request.
Padding in polyurethane and covering in fabric
(fireproof on request).
Supporting structure realised in steel tubes either
painted in polyester or galvanized.
Wooden armrests padded in polyurethane and covered
in fabric (fireproof on request).
Seat numbering in thermo-graved plastic.
Size: depth of the open chair 48 cm., depth of the
closed chair 25 cm., width 55 cm., backrest height from
the seat pan 40 cm.
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3150.70 - SEAT MOD. TIP-UP DAVOS
Tip-up seat similar to mod. TIP-UP BERN but provided
with padded cushions in polyurethane and upholstery
in fireproof fabric type Trevira CS or in fireproof
synthetic leather.
Size: depth of the open chair 51 cm.; depth of the
closed chair 28 cm.; width 47 cm.; backrest height 42
cm.
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3180.70 - SEDUTA MOD. TIP-UP OSLO PADDED
Tip-up seat with high backrest, compliant with FIFA
and UEFAs recommendations and with the EN13200
standard. Seat pan folding up automatically by gravity.
Seat and back moulded in
copolymer of polypropylene or in polyamide treated
with anti-UV and, on request, resistant to fire. Seat and
back borders reinforced with an empty tube granting
the seat more steadiness and resistance to shock.
Seat and back cushions padded in expanded
polyurethane and covered in fabric type Trevira or in
synthetic leather. Cushions can be removed for any
eventual replacements. Support framework consisting
in one strong central upright realised in a warm
galvanized steel tube 100x50mm. or lacquered with
polyester powders in the colours requested by the
Customer. The support framework size can be
modified based on the different types of step.
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3160.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. LIEGE VIP
Seat lifting up vertically by gravity.
Good comfort, even if the depth of this seat is very
compact.
Sides in steel. Seat padded in 9 cm. fireproof
polyurethane coldly skimmed. Backrest in 7 cm.
fireproof polyurethane coldly skimmed.
Side panels at the beginning of each row.
Armrests in skimmed polyurethane.
Upholstery in fireproof fabric type Trevira CS or
fireproof synthetic leather.
The seat spacing can be modified from 53 cm. to 60
cm. on customers request.
On request, this chair can be supplied with a double
armrest.
Size: depth of the open chair: 66 cm.; depth of the
closed chair 38 cm.; width from 53 cm. to 60 cm.;
backrest height 58 cm.
The seat in the photograph is provided of two ending
sides, that are usually applied as an optional only at
the end of the rows. Its possible to have the sides for
each armrest.
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3160.10 - ENDING SIDE
Ending side to be placed under the armrest, for
armchair mod. Liege Vip.
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3160.01 - ARMCHAIR MOD. BOLOGNA VIP
Seat lifting up vertically by gravity.
Sides in steel. Seat padded in 9 cm. fireproof
polyurethane coldly skimmed. Backrest in 7 cm.
fireproof polyurethane coldly skimmed.
Seat and back are supplied with black polypropylene
cover.
Side panels at the beginning of each row.
Armrests in skimmed polyurethane.
Upholstery in fireproof fabric type Trevira CS or
fireproof synthetic leather.
The seat spacing can be modified from 53 cm. to 60
cm. on customers request.
On request, this chair can be supplied with a double
armrest.
Size: depth of the open chair: 66 cm.; depth of the
closed chair 38 cm.; width from 53 cm. to 60 cm.;
backrest height 58 cm.
The seat in the photograph is provided of two ending
sides, that are usually applied as an optional only at
the end of the rows. Its possible to have the sides for
each armrest.
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4100.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. GRENOBLE
Padded tip-up seat compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Seat and back
moulded in copolymer of polypropylene treated with
anti-UV and resistant to fire as per standards in force.
Cushions padded in polyurethane and covered
in fabric type Trevira or in synthetic leather, resistant to
fire as per standards in force. Support framework
realised in steel tube fixed to the riser or directly to the
floor, painted in polyester or warm galvanized.
Optional: armrests and anti-panic foldable writing
tablet.
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3160.11 - ENDING SIDE
Ending side to be placed under the armrest, for
armchair mod. Bologna Vip.
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4120.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. MONACO VIP
Padded tip-up seat, compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Its dynamic back
can be raised up and back inclined when the spectator
is seated granting an excellent comfort. Back provided
with a carter in painted steel plate. Its back, closed and
compacted with the seat and armrest, folded up
automatically, has a max. encumbrance of 16 cm, a
unique characteristic as far as important chairs are
concerned. Cushions padded in polyurethane and
covered in fabric type Trevira or
in synthetic leather, resistant to fire as per standards in
force.
Support framework realised in steel tube fixed to the
riser or directly to the floor, painted in polyester or
warm galvanized. Foldable armrests with uprights in
aluminium and structure in plastic.
Optional: anti-panic foldable writing tablet.
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3119.10 - SEAT PADDED MOD. TIP-UP SAN FRANCISCO
Tip-up seat similar to our mod. TIP-UP NUERNBERG
but provided with cushions screwed to the seat and
backrest.
Upholstery in fireproof fabric type Trevira CS or in
fireproof synthetic leather. Upholstery provided with
padding in fireproof polyurethane.
Size: depth of the open seat 42 cm., depth of the
closed seat 21 cm.; width 45 cm.; backrest height 39
cm.
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4110.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. REIMS
Padded tip-up seat compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Seat and back
moulded in copolymer of polypropylene with anti-UV
and fireproof as per standards in force. Cushions
padded in polyurethane and covered in fabric type
Trevira or in synthetic leather, resistant to fire as per
standards in force. Support framework realised in steel
tube fixed to the riser or directly to the floor, painted in
polyester or warm galvanized. Provided with armrests
covered in integral polyurethane.
Optional: anti-panic foldable writing tablet.
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4120.50 - ARMCHAIR MOD. MONACO WOOD
Padded tip-up seat, compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Its dynamic back
can be raised up and back inclined when the spectator
is seated granting an excellent comfort. Back and seat
provided with a carter in wood painted in a natural
colour. Its back, closed and compacted with the seat
and armrest, folded up automatically, has a max.
encumbrance of 18 cm, a unique characteristic as far
as important chairs are
concerned. Cushions padded in polyurethane and
covered in fabric type Trevira or in synthetic leather,
resistant to fire as per standards in force. Support
framework realised in steel tube fixed to the riser or
directly to the floor, painted in polyester or warm
galvanized. Foldable armrests with uprights in
aluminium, structure in plastic and wooden finish.
Optional: anti-panic foldable writing tablet.
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4130.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. FIRENZE
Padded tip-up seat compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Seat and back
moulded in copolymer of polypropylene treated with
anti-UV and resistant to fire as per standards in force.
Cushions padded in polyurethane and covered in fabric
type Trevira or in synthetic leather, resistant
to fire as per standards in force. Support framework
realised in steel tube fixed to the riser or directly to the
floor, painted in polyester or warm galvanized.
Provided with armrests covered in integral
polyurethane.
Optional: armrest with cup-holder and anti-panic
foldable writing tablet.
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4140.00 - ARMCHAIR MOD. VENEZIA
Padded tip-up seat compliant with FIFA and UEFAs
recommendations and with the EN13200 standard.
Seat pan folding up automatically. Seat and back
provided with a carter moulded in copolymer of
polypropylene treated with anti-UV and resistant to fire
as per standards in force. Cushions padded in
polyurethane and covered in fabric type Trevira or in
synthetic leather, resistant to fire as per standards in
force. Support framework realised in steel tube fixed to
the riser or directly to the floor, painted in polyester or
warm galvanized. Provided with armrests in integral
polyurethane and integrated cup-holder.
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